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ALICE IN 
WONDERLAND 

Curiouser and curiouser!
‘Alice in Wonderland’ is a 1865' fantasy novel composed by English 
mathematician Charles Lutwidge Dodgson under the pseudonym 
Lewis Carroll. When he achieved 18, Dodgson left home to go Oxford 
College, where he remained for the following 20 years. He was an 
understudy and after that an educator and a mathematician. 
Dodgson created his pseudonym when he was at Oxford, so he could 
compose kids books detached to his scholarly career. Carroll was 
known for framing dear fellowships with youngsters and not so 
much having any associations with adults. He built up 
companionship with the offspring of his partners and colleagues - 
and he would invest protracted times of energy with them and send 
them letters. At the point when Henry George Liddell  became the 
Dignitary of Christ Church at Oxford, Carroll turned out to be close 
with his three little girls - Lorina, Edith and Alice - and the legend of 
Alice started.  

In 1862 Carroll - alongside one of his associates - took the three 
young ladies out on an outing and paddling trip along the Thames. 
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Dodos 

The dodo in the book is 
supposed to be Lewis Carroll, 
whom everyone knew as Mr. 
Dodgson. He had a stammer, 
and sometimes haltingly 
introduced himself as «Dodo-
Dodgson». 

Puzzles 

Lewis Carrol, who taught 
mathematics for 26 years at 
Christ Church at the University 
of Oxford, was famous for his 
love of puzzles and logic 
games. In "Syzygies," a game 
Carroll created, players change 
letters in one word to make 
another. For example, ‘walrus’ 
can be turned into ‘carpenter’ 
this way: walrus (rus) - peruse 
(per) - harper (arpe) - 
carpenter. 

Breakthrough 

Most of the children books 
from that era were supposed 
to teach kids a moral lesson. 
Alice wasn’t such kind of book. 
Carroll ridicules moralistic 
poetry making parodies all 
over the book. Somehow, 
Carroll’s books paved the way 
for a variety of later children’ s 
books meant to entertain the 
children, not to lecture them. 
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To keep the young ladies engaged, Carroll began disclosing to them 
a story which would in the long run move toward becoming "Alice in 
Wonderland".  The 10-year-old Alice, delighted by the tale, asked him 
for a written copy of the story.  The rest is history.  In 1863 Carroll's 
association with the Liddell family unexpectedly finished. While he 
in the long run continued correspondence with Henry and his better 
half - Carroll never again invested energy alone with their girls. 
There's no record of why the Carroll was cut off from the family, 
however some trust it was on account of proposed marriage to 
youthful Alice .  Carroll published the adventures in 1865, and the 
book hasn’t gone out of print since.  

Carroll tried to return to children’s literature in The Hunting of the 
Snark (1876), a long narrative nonsense poem, and Sylvie and Bruno 
(1889-93), an 800-page novel which was, to put it mildly, not that 
successful.   

Carroll’s talent as an inventor is sometimes forgotten: he invented an 
early version of the word game Scrabble, a new system for parliamentary 
representation, and a device he called the nyctograph, which enabled the 
user to note down ideas at night in the dark without getting out of bed.
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Fun with Carroll’s 
syzygy puzzles 

 Try solving some of Carroll’s 
puzzles as they appeared in a 
pamphlet published in 1893: 

(1) OH DO!
 
(2) INDULGE an 
IDIOSYNCRASY
 
(3) Make BULLETS 
of LEAD
 
(4) Reconcile DOG to 
CAT
 
(5) COOK the 
DINNER
 
(6) Lay KNIFE by 
FORK
 
(7) CONVERSE 
CHEERFULLY
 
(8) SPREAD the 
BANQUET
 
(9) WEDNESDAY 
AFTERNOON


